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Model
Abstract
The randomly diluted resistor network and XY model at low temperature T are studied near the d-dimensional
percolation threshold using the ɛ expansion, where ɛ=6-d. The series expansion of the inverse susceptibility in
powers of T for the XY model is identical to that of the appropriate resistive inverse susceptibility in powers of
σ0−1, where σ0 is the conductance of a bond. However, the temperature-dependent critical concentration
pc(T) for the XY model has no analog in the resistor network, where pc clearly does not depend on σ0. This
distinction arises from a rather subtle difference between the Fourier component representation of the
Gaussian model for the resistor network and that of the bounded potential energy associated with the XY
model. We introduce a family of models which provides a smooth interpolation between these two models
and show that the phase boundary for the XY model satisfies certain simple self-consistency checks involving
other susceptibilities. In particular we provide the first explicit calculation of the universal crossover function
to finite temperature of the dilute XY model.
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The randomly diluted resistor network and XY model at low temperature T are studied near the
d-dimensional percolation threshold using the E expansion, where v=6 —d. The series expansion of
the inverse susceptibility in powers of T for the XY model is identical to that of the appropriate
resistive inverse susceptibility in powers of o.o ', where o.o is the conductance of a bond. However,
the temperature-dependent critical concentration p, ( T) for the XY model has no analog in the resis-
tor network, where p, clearly does not depend on o.o. This distinction arises from a rather subtle
difference between the Fourier component representation of the Gaussian model for the resistor net-
work and that of the bounded potential energy associated with the XYmodel. We introduce a fami-
ly of models which provides a smooth interpolation between these two models and show that the
phase boundary for the XY model satisfies certain simple self-consistency checks involving other
susceptibilities. In particular we provide the first explicit calculation of the universal crossover
function to finite temperature of the dilute XYmodel.
I. INTRODUCTION
It has long been realized that there exists a precise
one-to-one correspondence between linearized spin-wave
theory for continuous spins (such as the XY' model) and
KirchhoA"s equations for a resistor network on the same
underlying lattice. ' Therefore, one expects that the low-
temperature (T) correlation functions for the former spin
model are exactly the same as suitable resistance correla-
tions at least to leading order in T. Indeed, for randomly
diluted networks, these two problems have been shown to
be described by the same crossover exponent, P, near the
percolation threshold. An important problem which has
not been addressed so far concerns the fact that in spite
of this seeming equivalence between the two models, their
phase diagrams differ in an important, but physically ob-
vious way. This difference may be discussed in terms of
the scaling variable, which for the randomly diluted XY
(RXY) model is T/[J(p —p, )~], where J is the exchange
interaction associated with occupied bonds, and for the
randomly diluted resistor network (RRN) is
k /[oo(p —p, )~], where A, is an adjustable parameter
whose significance will be elucidated later and 0.0 is the
conductance of an occupied bond. For the RXY model
we will obtain the result for the concentration-dependent
critical temperature, T, (p), which one expects on the
basis of scaling, namely
where a is a constant and within the c, expansion P is
given by
=1+
42
where 8=6—d, d being the spatial dimension. Alterna-
tively, we may write Eq. (l) as
(3)
For the RRN we do not expect p, to depend on o.o,
which is the parameter one would view as being the ana-
log of J/T. The main result of this paper is to obtain
phase boundaries for these two models consistent with
these observations from scaling functions whose expan-
sions in 0.0 and T/J, respectively, are identical. Furth-
ermore we will introduce a model which interpolates
smoothly between these two phase diagrams. We will
also find universal relations between the coefficient b in
Eq. (3) and other measurable amplitudes.
Explicitly the models we consider are the following.
The RXY model is governed by the Hamiltonian
H = —g J„„[S(x)S(x') —1],
(x, x')
(4)
where ( ) z indicates a thermal average at tempera-
ture T and [ ]„anaverage over all configurations of
where (x,x') indicates that the sum is over pairs of
nearest neighboring sites, x and x', S(x)
—
= (cos0(x), sin0(x)) is an xy spin at the site x, and J„„.is
a quenched random variable which assumes the values J
with probability p and 0 with probability 1 —p, corre-
sponding, respectively to the bond x-x' being occupied
and vacant. The variable 0(x) is confined to the interval
0 to 2~. For this model we consider the kth-order spin
susceptibility X„' ' defined as
y(k)( T ) y [ ( ik (x) e—iko(x ))'
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occupied and vacant bonds. For the RRN the "Hamil-
tonian" is
g(A. ) ( ) y [( i) v(x) —iz. v(x') ) ]
X
It can be shown ' that
y(A. ) ( ) ~ [e —(1/2)A. R(x,x')]RN P
X
= g g ( —A, /2)", [v(x, x')R (x,x')" ],„,
x' k
(8)
where in a given configuration R (x,x') is the resistance
between the nodes at x and x' and v(x, x') is an indicator
function which is unity if the nodes x and x' are in the
same cluster and is zero otherwise. We interpret vR" to
be zero when v=0 and R = ~.
We will be interested in the behaviors of these suscepti-
bilities for concentration, p, near the percolation thresh-
old at p =p, . For instance, for the RXY model we ex-
pect that
H/T =
—,
' g (1„„[V(x) —V(x')]
(X,X')
where V(x) is a Gaussian variable interpreted as the volt-
age at site x and o.x„.is a quenched random variable
which assumes the values cro with probability p and 0
with probability 1 —p, corresponding to the bond x-x' re-
spectively being occupied and vacant. For this model we
consider the generalized resistive susceptibility
defined as
see the meaning of the Hamiltonian H„',consider its ex-
pansion in powers of [8(x)—8(x')]. To quadratic order
in the 0's, H'~ is independent of X;„.The role of 1, ;„is
to set the scale over which the quadratic approximation
to the cosine in Eq. (11) is valid, as shown in Fig. l. Also,
k;„setsthe scale of the barrier in the potential when it is
extended periodically to all 0. Intuitively it is clear that
as A, ;„approaches zero, the Hamiltonian of the GRXY
in Eq. (11) approaches that of the RRN of Eq. (6). For
this Hamiltonian we define the susceptibility
y(&) ~ [(eire(x) —i) e(x') ) ~ ]xy T av
X
(12)
(13)
where the function F is a universal function of both its ar-
guments when 3& and Az are fixed by, for example, re-
quiring, F(x,y) =OF(x,y) IBx =1 for x ~0. It should be
noted that the form in Eq. (13) is invariant with respect
to the transformation applied to Eqs. (11) and (12),
b & ~min~b ~min, A, ~b k', and J~b J'. One
sees that
and
Xa(N(p ) ' = A ( t rF( A 2i(. /( o ot ~ ),0) (14a)
where ( . )'T indicates that the thermal average is tak-
en with respect to H„' . Here we implicitly assume that k
is an integer multiple of A, ;„,to avoid any phase incom-
patibilities. As we shall show, 7' ' has the scaling repre-
sentation
(14b)
where t =p, —p, y is the susceptibility exponent for per-
colation, and x is the appropriate scaling variable,
x =Tl( jt~). If the nonuniversal constants A) and A2
are chosen, e.g., by setting G(0)=G'(0)=1, then the
scaling function G' '(x) is universal. (We will use Ak to
denote a nonuniversal quantity which is not necessarily
the same in dilferent occurrences. ) For the RRN, it is
known ' ' that the average of the kth moment of the
resistance, R (x, x') between two points x and x' in the
same cluster, scales as r "~ for r=
~
x —x' less than
the percolation correlation length g, where g-t . In
view of Eq. (8), the fact that each power of R can be asso-
ciated with a power of r~ indicates that X~N can be
written in the scaling form
We will show that the power series expansion of F(x,y)
in powers of x is independent of y. . Thus the coefficients
of the expansion of X~N in powers of o.o ' are the same as
those of 7' ' in powers of T/J, independent of the value
of X;„.This independence results from the fact that all
these models have the same Hamiltonian to quadratic or-
der in the 0's. However, we will show that the phase
boundary in F (x,y) occurs at (xy )' ~= —1/c, where c is
+RN(p) Alt GRN( A2x) (10) COS
where here the scaling variable is x =A, l(oot&) and GaN.
is a universal function.
It is convenient to also consider a more general model
which interpolates between the RXY model and the
RRN. This generalized randomly diluted XY (GRXY)
model has the Hamiltonian
H' = —g J„„A,;„(cos[[8(x)—8(x')]A, ;„[—1),
(X,X')
where 0 is restricted to the interval 0&0&2~/k;„. To
FIG. 1. Potential energy for the GRXY model as a function
of 0 for various values of A, ;„ascontrasted to that of the Gauss-
ian (RRN) model.
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0
0 Ir 3 I x2 sal scaling function for the susceptibility of the RXY
model. It has been known for some time ' that the func-
tion F(x,O) (i.e., the resistive susceptibility of the RRN)
is indeed a function of the scaling variable x =wA. /t~.
Using the Rudnick-Nelson differential recursion rela-
tions" Harris and Lubensky (HL) calculated the univer-
sal resistance ratios,
pk —=g [v(x, x')8 (x,x')"]„gt
X
Concentration X g [v(x, x')R(x, x')],„
X
(16)
FIG. 2. Phase boundaries of the GRXY model as a function
of p for indicated values of k;„.For the RXY model A, ;„=1
and for the RRN A, ;„=0.
a universal constant, so that
p, (T)—p, =c[A2(T/J)A, ;„]'~~, (15)
as shown in Fig. 2. For the RRN, for which A, ;„=0,Eq.
(15) gives correctly that p, is independent of oo, the ana-
log of J/T, whereas for the GRXY model it gives
dp, /BT'~~-A, ~~, so that as A, ;„varies from 1 to 0, we
pass continuously from the RXY model to the RRN. It
is tempting to associate thermal activation over the bar-
riers of height A, ;„with this dependence ofp, ( T) on T.
Equation (15) provides a universal relation between the
nonuniversal coefficients 32 and b: the former can be ob-
tained from measurements of A 2 —JB in+/BT
~
T
while the latter is found from Eq. (3). The ratio
c =b( A2A, ;„/J) '~~ is then universal.
Up to now there has been no calculation of the univer-
where Xo= g„,[v(x, x')],
„
is the percolation susceptibili-
ty. From these ratios all the power-series coefficients in
the expansion of F(x,O) can be obtained and the resulting
function explicitly constructed. ' Meir et al. ' also ob-
tained F(x,O) from a simpler direct diagrammatic calcu-
lation. We give here the first discussion of F(x,y) for
large x and its continuation to negative x near the phase
boundary.
II DIAGRAMMATIC EVALUATI ON OF g~y
FOR THE GENERALIZED XYMODEL
We now turn to the calculation of the inverse suscepti-
bility for the GRXY model of Eq. (11). We use the field-
theoretic formulation initiated by Stephen as analyzed in
detail by HL. Here we limit ourselves to zero momen-
tum. The extension to nonzero momentum is immediate,
but algebraically complicated, and will be discussed else-
where. '
In the Stephen formalism one introduces the effective
pair interaction Hdr(x, x') as the average over the repli-
cated Hamiltonian:
exp[ —H,s(x, x')/T]=1 —p+pexp [J/(TA, ;„)]g ( cosI[6 (x)—8 (x')]X;„I—1)
+=1
(17)
where the limit n~0 is implied. This leads to the n-
component Fourier representation of H,s(x, x'):
H, s(x, x')/T = g B (A, )exp[i [AO(x) A, O(x')—]I,,. (18)
8 (A, ) =ln(1 —p)+ wA,
where w = A2T/J. The only modification here from the
formulation of HL is the introduction of the parameter
~min'
As discussed by HL, the major difference between the
where A, and 0 are vectors with respective components2, A., and Oi t92 . , 0„.Since 0 ranges over the
interval 0 to 2~/k;„,we see that each component of A, in
Eq. (18) is summed over the values kA, ;„,with k an in-
teger. As discussed by HL we may omit the term with
A, =O in Eq. (18), since it represents a constant. To obtain
the RRN, one simply sets A, ;„=0and J/T =o.o, and the
sum over A, becomes an integral. As Stephen and HL
have shown, 8 (A. ) is adequately represented as
Gaussian model for the RRN and the GRXY model is
that in the former the voltage variable ranges over the in-
terval —~ to ~ whereas in the latter the angle variable
is confined to the interval 0 to 2m/A. ;„.After a Stratono-
vich transformation to Gaussian fields %&(x) one finds
the field theoretical Hamiltonian to be
H=
—,
' g' f d%'z(k)4 &( —k)[ro+wA, +k ](2~)"
dk& dk2
+ —,'u3 g " f d f d%'i, (k~)4g (k2)(2~)" (2' )"
~
( —k, —kz),
1 2
(20)
where ro -po —p, with po the mean-field value of p, :
po —1 —exp( —1/z) where z is the coordination number
of the lattice, and w for the RRN is of order 1/o. o,
whereas w for the GRXY model is of order T/J. The
primes on the sums in Eq. (20) indicate that terms which
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involve a %o(k) are to be omitted and 4i (k) is the spatial
Fourier transform of 0'i(x). It is apparent at this stage
that the only difference between the RRN and the
GRXY model is the difference in mesh size, k;„.In
writing Eq. (20) we have made several simplifications.
We have omitted terms in H involving four or more +'s,
since such terms are irrelevant, in the renormalization
group (RG) sense, for d near 6. Also the coefficient in the
quadratic term, wA, , is only the leading approximation to
a series in powers of A, . However, the detailed analysis
of HL indicates that terms of order w A, ~ for p ~ 1 give
rise to corrections to scaling, which we will not consider
here. The susceptibility of Eq. (12) is obtained from the
correlation function with respect to the Hamiltonian (20)
as follows. If ( )~ denotes a canonical average with
respect to the Hamiltonian H of (20), then
X,' '=(Vi(k=0)% i„(k=0))~. (21)
y=1+c/7 . (22)
Before getting into the details of the calculation we re-
mark on the expected analytic structure of F(x,y), de-
pending on whether or not A. ;„=0 (recall that
y =X;„/A,). First of all, because of the analogy between
Kirchhoff's equations and those for spin waves, ' we ex-
pect that the coefficients in the expansion of F(x,y) in
powers of x should be independent of y. Now we consid-
er the situation for large X. Here, for the RXY model
Here we neglect amplitudes introduced in the various
transformations required to obtain the Hamiltonian of
Eq. (20). This susceptibility is somewhat more general
than we need to discuss. We therefore restrict attention
to the special case when A, =(A., O, O, . . . , 0). Susceptibili-
ties when two or more components of A, are nonzero are
needed to generate higher order averages of the form[( . ) z ]„with m &2. For instance, the case m =2 is
the type of average used to describe spin-glass ordering.
The susceptibility when A, =(A, , O, O, . . . , 0) is just the sus-
ceptibility X„' ' of Eq. (12). In this picture percolation at
T =0 is described by the simultaneous criticality of
correlation functions for all values of rn. To get the RXY
susceptibility one sets A, =A, ;„,whereas to get the resis-
tive susceptibility one sets A, ;„=0.
For w =0, the Hamiltonian of Eq. (20) describes per-
colation. To see this for the RRN, note that w =0 corre-
sponds to oo= 00, so that R (x,x') assumes the values
zero, if the sites x and x are connected, and infinity, if
they are not connected. Thus, in this limit the quantity
exp[ ——,' A, R (x,x')] is the indicator function for pair con-
nectedness, v(x, x'), which is used to define the percola-
tion susceptibility. Similarly, for the GRXY model,
w =0 is equivalent to the limit T =0, in which case all
spins in a given cluster are parallel to one another,
whereas spins in different clusters are totally uncorrelat-
ed. Thus (exp[ik8(x)]exp[ —ik0(x')] ) z- assumes the
values unity or zero depending on whether the sites x
and x' are connected or not. Thus "turning on" w is a
perturbation away from the percolation problem. We
will present a calculation to first order in c. To this order
one has that P is given in Eq. (2) and'
Q, ;„&0)the situation is similar to that for the dilute Is-
ing model ' F(x,y) must give rise to a susceptibility
X (T, p) which for T&0 is analytic for p &p, (T), where
p, (T) &p, (0):—p, . For this to happen, F(x,y) must have
the large-x expansion,
F(x,y ) =x i'~& g a„(y)x (23)
n=0
Since x —(p, —p) ~, this form leads to a power series in
integer powers of the variable p, —p, which can therefore
be analytically continued to negative values. In our cal-
culation we are only going to obtain F(x,y) to linear or-
der in c,. It is therefore of interest to see what Eq. (23) is
to that order. To order E, we have that F(x,y)=1+x
independent of y. Thus in Eq. (23) all the t2„'sfor n not
equal to 0 or 1 are of order c.. Accordingly, we set
a„(y)=6„0+5„,+Eb„(y),where 5 is the Kronecker del-
ta function, and the b„(y)'s are independent of s. Thus
the analyticity requirement indicates that for the GRXY
model one has the large x expansion
F(x,y)=x+1+a g b„(y) x' "+c.( —,' x+ —,')lnx, (24)
n=0
where we have used the values of the exponents given by
Eqs. (2) and (22). In contrast, consider the large-x behav-
ior of the RRN, for which A, ;„=0.Here the situation is
different than for the GRXY model, in that we expect the
phase boundary to occur at p =p, for all A, . Thus for
A, ;„=0we expect to get a form inconsistent with Eq.
(24). Therefore we expect that the function F(x,y), al-
though it has a power series for small x whose coefficients
are independent of y, has a crucial dependence on y for
large x.
We will calculate the inverse susceptibility of Eq. (12)
to one loop order in the diagrammatic formulation' of
the c expansion, where c, =6—d is small. We will obtain
an explicit closed-form result for the RRN which agrees
with the universal amplitude ratios previously found by
HL. As we have just discussed this form is not consistent
with Eq. (24) because the phase boundary for the RRN
occurs at p =p, . For the GRXY model we do not obtain
a closed-form solution for F(x,y), although it is reduced
to quadrature. However, we do verify that (a) the small-x
expansion for F(x,y) in powers of x is independent of y,
(b) for the GRXY model, unlike for the RRN, F(x,y) is
of the form of Eq. (24) for large x, and (c) for the GRXY
model F(x,y) is an analytic function of x for
(
~
x
~y )' ~& 1/c+O(s), where c is a constant from
which a formal expression is given for p, (T) for the
GRXY model, as in Eq. (15). Since F(x,y) is universal,
the constant c is also universal.
For the calculation to order c we need evaluate only
the contribution from the single diagram of Fig. 3, from
which we get
FIG. 3. Diagram which contributes to the susceptibility in
one-loop order.
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~(g) dI 1(w&ro):ro+wk &u3 2 2(2~)", (ro+k +wr2)[ro+k +w(A, +r) ] (25)
where g, ' indicates a sum over r with the values r=0 and ~= —A, excluded. If ro, is the value of ro for which p =p,
and the susceptibility diverges, then we may write
(2~)", (ro+k +wr )[ro+k + w(A+ r) ] (ro, +k ) (26a)
= t +w A. ——,' u, dk 12 2 2 4 +
1
(2~)" . (t+k'+wr2)[t+k'+w(A, + r)'] k' (26b)
where t = ro —ro, . Since deviations in u 3 from its Axed point value u 3 give rise to corrections to scaling, which we do
not consider, we set' u 3 = u 3: Kd u 3 =2E/7, where Kd is the phase space factor in d dimensions. With z =k we have
that dk/(2m. )"= ,'Kdz d—z whence
X'„~'(w,t) '=t+WA, +T, +T2+T3,
with
E 1
z dzg'
14 o, (t+z+wr )[t+z+ w(A, +~) ] (t+z+wr )
(27)
2 + 2 2(z+wr )[z+w(A, +T) ] (z+wr )
1 1
z dzg'
14 0 (t+z+wr ) (z+wr ) z (28b)
T3 =—
1 1z'dz g'
14 o, (z+W1- )[z+w(A, +7.) ] (28c)
where we replaced ro by t. We must keep all contributions which are at least as large as linear in t or in w. Higher or-
der contributions do not contribute to the scaling function F (x,y). Accordingly, since the integrand in Eq. (28a) is of
order tw (it vanishes if either t or w is zero), its contributions which are linear in t or in w can only come from x near
zero. We therefore extended the range of the z integration to + ~ in Eq. (28a).
We now study the T, 's. For instance, we evaluate T3 following the methods of HL:
T3 —— f z dz g' f dp, f dvexpt —p(z+wr ) —v[z+w(A+a) ]I,14 o o o (29)
We set p, =g(1 —p)/2 and v=g(l+p)/2, A, =(A, , 0, 0, . . . , 0). Then
T3 =— f z dz f /de f exp[ —gz ——,'g(1+p)wk ]14 0 0 —1 2
+exp[ —)WA, ;„m,—gw(1+p)k;„A,m, ]
ml
X g exp( —/we, ';„m',)
mp
1 —exp(wgpk ) (30)
in which form the limit n ~0 is easily taken. It is convenient to deAne
+exp[ —gwy k m —gw(1+p)yA, m]
S(y) = (31)
+exp( —gwy A, m )
where y =A, ;„/A., so that the RRN involves $(0)—= lim OS(y) and the RXY model involves S(1). For the RRN we
consider the limit A, ;„~0in which case the sums over m can be replaced by integrals and we have
S(0)=exp[/(1+p) WA, /4] . (32)
For the GRXY model, as we will discuss in a moment, one can not replace the sum $(1) by the integral S(0). With the
replacement of Eq. (32) we can evaluate T3 for the RRN, which we denote T3.RRN.
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T3 ~ RRN — — +—wA, ln( wA, ) —Cw A,
c 1 mA, 5 (33)
where
C=
—,
' f dp(1 —p )ln[(1 —p )/4]= ——,', .
For the GRXY model we set T3 = T3.RRN+ ~T'3
b, T3= — f z dz f /deaf 'P exp[ —gz —g(l+p)wt(, /2][S(y) —S(0)] .
(34)
(35)
In writing Eq. (35) we extended the z integral to + CQ. This is justified because we only consider the case when w is
small. In this case the quantity [S(y)—S(0)] can be estimated by Poisson s summation formula to be of order
exp[ —a/(gw)]. The value of g which then maximizes the product exp[ —g'z —a/(gw)] is of order [a/(zw)]', in
which case the integrand of the z integral is of order exp[( —az/w)'/ ]. Clearly contributions at least as large as linear
in m come exclusively from small z and are not afFected by extending the range of the z integral to + ~. We then evalu-
ate the z integral to obtain
~T3 = ——f f exp[ —g(1+P)w)(, /2][S(y) —S(0)] .7 o g2 —1 2
From this equation one can see that b T3 = —Ewk, C3(y)/7, where C3(y) vanishes asy ~0. Thus, in all
(36)
T3 ———,'+ 376 wl—+ ,'w, kl—n(w,A) f, — f exp[ —g(1+p)wk /2][S(y) —S(0)] (37)
Similarly we evaluate Tz as
T2= —[ ,'+(t+wA, )ln—(t—+wk ) —wt(, ln(w/(, )+t/2], (38)
and for T& we obtain
T s k (1 gt) f — P [ —/we —g(1+p)w2. /2 e —$(1 —p)wl /2+ S( ) —g(1+p)w2. /2]7 o g2 —1 2
Collecting the above results we write, correct to order c,
(39)
X„~(w, t) =t+wA, + — ,'t+ —,', wA, ——, 'wA, 1n(wA, ) +(t+wA, )ln(t+wA, )
f P [S( ) S(0)] —gw2. (1+p)/2O g2 —1 2
0 (1 —gt) P —awk —g(1+p)w2, /2 —$(1 —p)wk /2+S( ) —/we, (1+p)/2]d~&
O g2 —1 2
(40)
We set t+(E/7)t int=tr and wA, +(5e/42)wl, lnt=wA, tr ~. Then, by proper choice of amplitudes we can express
X' ' in terms of a normalized scaling function, F(x,y ):
X' '(w, t) '=tr(1+8/14)F((1+3E/28)wk /t(', y), (41)
F(x,y)=1+x+ — ——,",x ——,'xlnx+(1+x)ln(1+x) —x f f [S(y)—S(0)]e ~"+P'
with
S(y) =
~ [1 e —g/x] f P [e —g e —g()+p')/2 —g(1 —p)/2+S( ) —g(1+p)/2]0 g2 —1 2
+exp[ —gy m —g(1+p)ym ]
+exp( —gy m )
(42)
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For the RRN we take the limit y ~0, in which case the right-hand side of Eq. (42) can be evaluated in closed form.
The g integrals can then be done using
(44)
1+ &x/(x+4)
1 —&x/(x +4)
19 1 (x +4)
18
providing g,. a, = g,. a;P; =0, so that the integral converges. In this way we find that
F(x,O) =1+x+- (1+x) ln(1+x)+ ——17 x 3 (45)
in agreement with the result found by Meir et al. ' and with the universal amplitude ratios of HL. As we shall show in
a moment, g' for small w has the same series expansion as XRN, so the normalization of F(x,y), i.e., the choice of am-
plitudes in Eq. (41), does not depend on y. To elucidate its behavior for large x, we write F (x,y) in the form
F(x,y)=1+x +E(—', x+ —,')lnx+ ——
—,",x+(1+x)ln —C3(y)x
—g/x) f ' P [ —g —g( +p)/ e —P —o +S(y)e —P +P»]o g2 —i 2
(46a)
= 1+x + e( —,', x + —,' )lnx +—K (x,y ),7 (46b)
where C3(y) was introduced just after Eq. (36).
There are several points to be made about these results. First we can show that F(x,y) has an expansion in powers of
x for small x which is independent ofy. That F(x,y) depends ony is due to terms of order exp(1/x'/ ). To see this we
study bF (x, 1):F(x, 1)——F (x, 0), which we obtain from Eq. (42) as
b F (x, 1)= — e ~ f [S(1)—S(0)]e ~ '+i'7 o g2 —i 2 (47)
1 (x+4) /
6 1/2 lnx+ g ax "+O(E ),n= —1
Due to the factor exp( —g/x) power series contributions in x can only come from small g. But for small g, the square
bracket in Eq. (47) is at most of order A exp( B/g), inde—pendent of p. Thus the maximum value of the integrand is of
order exp[ —(B/x)' ] and cannot contribute to a series expansion in powers of x. Thus the series expansions in
powers of x for F (x,y) for the RRN and the GRXY model are identical.
Next we show that these crossover functions diA'er in a physically important manner for large x. First of all, for large
x, we see from Eq. (45) that
F(x,O)=— (48)
7 x
which clearly is not of the form of Eq. (24). As we have discussed, this was expected, since the RRN has a phase transi-
tion at p =p, independent of wA, . In contrast, the situation for the GRXY model is different. Comparing Eqs. (24) and
(46a), we see that they are of the same form providing the integral in Eq. (46a) has a series expansion in powers of 1/x.
Furthermore, the phase boundary is determined by the radius of convergence of this expansion. Thus, if this expansion
converges for
~
1/x
~
& R, (y), then the phase boundary is located at —xR, (y) = 1, or really, since we cannot distinguish
terms of order E, at —[xR, (y ) ] ' ~ = 1.
Therefore our intention is to put Eq. (46a) into the form of Eq. (24) and determine the radius of convergence of the re-
sulting expansion in powers of 1/x. The relevant terms in the first line of Eq. (46a) are analytic for
~
1/x
~
=1. We
next consider the Laurent expansion of
QF (x ) s ( 1 e —g/x) I [e —g e —g(1 P) +2/e —g(1 P)/2+S( )e ——g(1+Pi/2]
o g~ —i 2
(49)
If we break the integral over g' into two integrals, the first
from /=0 to /=M, and the second from /=M to g= ~,
we observe that the expansion of the first integral in
powers of 1/x has an infinite radius of convergence.
Therefore we focus on the second term, and we consider
large M such that My »1. The radius of convergence
of the I.aurent expansion of oF(x,y) is thus the same as
that of
5~F(x,y)= f (1—e ~ ")f L(y, g,p), (50)
where L (y, g, p) is the square bracket in Eq. (49). We will
2
obtain the bound L (y, g, p) & /Ie ~i', from which it fol-
lows that the Laurent expansion of 52F(x,y) converges
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for
~
1/x
~
(By2.
We have
e
—g(1+p)/2 e —g(1 —p)/2
2Then we have established that
~
L (y, g, p) & Ae ~ so
that R, (y) =y . Thus we conclude that the phase bound-
ary in F(x,y) occurs at
—g[m «+[m«+(1/2)1(1+p)}
+
—gm y
Since we have chosen M to be large, we set
(51)
(xy')" = —1 —a, E= —c .2 1/P
For the GRXY model this means, in view of Eq. (13),
that 7'„«'(ll),t) becomes singular when Eq. (15) holds. For
the RXY model (with A, ;„=1) this gives
(ssa)
—gm « 2=1+0(e ~«) . and for the RRN (A, ;„=0)
In the other sum over m we treat separately the dominant
terms for I =0 and m = —1/y (recall that y '=1,/A, ;„
is an integer):
L (y, g, p) =e
m~O, —1/y
+0(e « ~) .
—gIm y +[my+(1/2)](1+p) I
(53)
For all p within the range —1 (p (+ 1, each term in the
sum over m in Eq. (53) is bounded by e ~« . For large M
we assume that such a term-by-term analysis suftices.
p, (1/{«,) =p, , (55b)
as expected. This calculation is somewhat imprecise in
that the value of a, in Eq. (54) is not calculated.
To obtain a1 it is in principle possible to locate the
singular point in X (u), t) for any A, , as we discuss below.
However, it is simplest to consider X„' '(w, t) for A, =A. ;„.
In view of Eq. (13) we need to locate the zero of F(x, 1),
i.e., we solve F(x, 1)=1 for x = —1 —a, E. For this
purpose we use the large-x representation, as in Eq. (23)
or Eq. (46). Thereby we obtain
a) = —,)K( —1, 1)
+C (1)+ 0 (1 eg) ' P e —g e —g(1+p)/2 e —g(l —p)/2+ y e —gm —gm(1+p) y e —gm7 18 0 g2 —1 2
(56)
(57)
This expression can be evaluated numerically: the conver-
gence of the integrals is assured by the argument involv-
ing Eq. (53).
We now justify these results on less formal grounds.
First, consider the GRXY susceptibility X„' '(w, t).
Within mean-field theory one has
X„'«'(w,t) =[p, —p+(T/J)A. ] (5&)
This result seems to predict singular behavior in X'«'(w, t)
for
p, ( T)=p, +( T/J)A, (59)
where A, =lk, ;„,with l =1,2, 3, . . . . However, this result
is analogous to the mean-field solution for the pure Ising
model. There mean-field theory gives
XM„(q,T}-(T T, +q') —', — (60)
where q is the wave vector. In that case it is well known
that the phase boundary is independent of q. For T & T,
the nonzero order parameter causes singular behavior in
X(q, T) at T= T, for all q and removes the singularity in
X(q, T) at T=T, —q predicted in Eq. (60). Thus T, is
located as the singular point of PM„(q,T) for q =q;„,the
minimum value of q, i.e., q =0. Here it is not possible to
explicitly display the mean-field solution to show that all
the X «(w, t)'s are singular when X„«'" (u), t) is singular.
However, the result, Eq. (55a), which we obtained from a
disordered-state calculation including Auctuations agrees
with the result we would expect from the much more
difFicult ordered-phase calculation.
Finally, we may understand the distinction between the
RXY and RRN models in the high dimensionality limit
by considering these models on a Cayley tree. In this
case the resistance always increases linearly in the chemi-
cal distance. In their large separation behavior, XRN and
X( ' are thus identical on a Cayley tree, and in particular
XRN is nonsingular for p, —p+ A)A/era&0. , It is only
with the inclusion of loops that the two models differ.
For a finite dimensional lattice we adopt the nodes links
picture. ' Here one sees that for p ~p, the resistance to
infinity is large but finite, since it is of order R (g ), the
resistance between two points separated by a distance
equal to the percolation correlation length g . The finite-
ness of R (x,x') for
~
x —x'
~
~ co implies, by Eq. (8), that
XRN is divergent at p =p, for all values of X /o. o, whereas
is divergent at p =p, + 21T/J.
III. SUMMARY
In summary, our calculation gives the following intui-
tively satisfactory results.
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(1) The resistive susceptibility,
p, (T)=p, +c( A2TA, ;„/J)'i~, (61)
diverges at p=p, for all values of A, /o. o. Mean-field
theory for p &p„which gives PRN - [p, —p
+A, /oo] ', fails to give a threshold value of p indepen-
dent of A, /o. o.
(2) We have introduced a family of models [in Eq. (11)]
which interpolate smoothly between the random XY
model (for A, ;„=1)and the random resistor network (for
k;„=0).For T/J «1 the phase boundary for these
models obeys
where /=1+8/42+0(c, ) and c is a universal constant
given in Eqs. (54) and (57). The nonuniversal constant
A2 must be determined experimentally.
(3) Our calculation is consistent with the spin-wave re-
sult that X(T,p) for T «
~ p, —p ~ ~ has a low tempera-
ture expansion whose coefFicients are independent of X;„,
even though p, (T) does depend on A,
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